Slogan writing competition

EBSB Club members of KMGIPSR, Puducherry took part in “Covid 19 awareness slogan writing completion” by sending their entries through email. Twelve students participated. To be updated with information on Covid 19 and self-assessing, 15 members downloaded Arogya Setu app.

Some of the “Covid 19 awareness slogan writing competition” entries

- Suvedha
  "Take a walk today and grass will soon cover your grave."

- Jaysree
  "You are not corona’s priority Until you forget your responsibility
  - Have positive thoughts And get repel from the corona positive
  - Stay home.
  Or else, corona will come
  - keep one meter distance
  Otherwise, get buried into the earth for several meters
  - let’s stay apart
  To do our part"

- Kalaiarasan
  "Corona: Oh, why, why the lie as in the news?
  Why didn’t you knock the door of the hospital and make it clear that you are casual and we don’t want you here."

- Manjula
  "COVID-19 is reminding us that we are all equal, regardless of our culture, religion, occupation, financial situation or how famous the humanity is more than this."

- Kanimozhi
  "Mask or respirator, you have to ponder and choose one out of the two."

- Nagaraj
  "Be a part of the solution... not part of the pollution."

- Athira
  "Use the brain.
  Break the chain."

- Sarahya
  "Better to wear a mask than do an ICU."

- Nandini
  "So, brush your hands frequently in you!!"